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Neutrals heavily impact plasma performance in fusion devices

Neutral density affects plasma particle momentum and energy loss

- Flow damping
- Charge exchange loss of ions
- Impurity dynamics

On HSX, plasma has small volume and density

- Neutrals penetrate to core

Important to get accurate estimation of neutral density in plasma to 
study its effects
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Neutrals sourced from puff and plasma-wall interaction

Plasma particles exit confinement region through parallel or 
perpendicular transport

- Most edge transport is parallel (along field lines)

Wall sourced particle flux from plasma/neutrals striking wall

- re-emitted as neutral H2

For typical HSX discharge, wall recycling surpasses after initial puff 
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DEGAS code used to calculate neutral density in HSX

Developed by PPPL, Monte-Carlo neutral particle transport code

- Simulates molecular and atomic distribution of neutrals using various 
atomic reactions

- ADAS database used for atomic physics cross-sections
- Background plasma profiles are 1-D Radial Profiles mapped onto 3D 

geometry
- Wall is modeled as mesh of triangles

3D Geometry and H-alpha sightlines of HSX incorporated (J. Canik, J. Lore et.al)

Background plasma is static, based on Thomson scattering data
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DEGAS Simulation - More details

Neutral Particles launched into DEGAS background plasma

- Undergo Monte-Carlo interactions
- Electron impact ionization, ion impact ionization, charge-exchange, 

molecular dissociation, etc.
- Once particle is ionized, location noted and flight stops

Assumes each ionization event corresponds with a particle entering plasma

Two simulations done

- Puff location as neutral source
- Recycling locations as neutral source
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Input File Generation

1. Axis file creates field line describing magnetic axis
- Takes in main coil current and taper current to determine operation mode 
- QHS taper: [0 0 0 0 0 0] Mirror taper: [1 1 1 -1 -1 -1]

2. Surface file follows field lines for surfaces evenly spaced in radial direction
- Coordinates of surfaces described are returned for toroidal angles
- Also takes in mail coil and taper current for determining Raxis and Redge if not 

already specified (Using values from L. Stephey et.al)
3. Geometry file is generated by combining Axis, Surface, and Vessel Files

- Splits up flux surfaces into 15 radial, 25 poloidal, and 120 toroidal components
4. Input file takes Thomson data from shot day and fills in geometry file with static 

background plasma values
- Also includes wall material, puff location, number of particles simulated, etc.
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Input File Generation Process
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Input FileGeometry

Axis

Surface

Thomson
VesselTaper

Current

Raxis

Redge Puff Location, 
Wall Material



C-Puffer generally used for HSX discharges

Two triangles used as puff source:

Coordinates are Radial, Toroidal, Poloidal

kstart(1,1) = 14 12 7 and kstart(1,2) = 14 12 8

All particles sourced as H2

Source rate is 6e19/s per triangle
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Updates made to code recently
Improved scaling procedure using new detectors

- Previously only had toroidal array for 
recycling case, just the central channel

- Now have A-prime poloidal array to be 
used for recycling scaling
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More physically realistic wall source

- Previously had two values for wall 
source emission rates (0 or 1E18)

- Now source rate linearly proportional to 
length of field lines intersecting triangle

Original ImprovedOriginal Improved



Scaling factors are obtained by comparing DEGAS results with 
experimental H-alpha measurements

20 total H-alpha detectors on HSX, 3 main arrays studied in this work

- 9 in C poloidal array
- 6 in toroidal array (AP, B, BP, CP, D, DP)
- 7 in AP poloidal array

    Puff Scaling:           Old Recycling Scaling: New Recycling Scaling: 
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Many plasma conditions compared in this work, 
most will reference these as a baseline

Main parameters used:

- Hydrogen Puff
- 50kW Heating Power
- QHS
- Iron Walls
- C Inboard Puffer
- 50,000 Particle Flights

Shots with these conditions:
2016-03-21 shots 15-18
2016-03-22 shots 62-67
2016-06-15 shots 25-28
2016-06-23 shots 60-63
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Avg Recycling Scale Factor: 0.3564
Avg Puff Scale Factor: 1.922



Input plasma parameters
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QHS: 2016-06-15
Mirror: 2016-07-25
F1410: 2016-06-14



No significant difference between modes of operation
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No significant difference between wall materials
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HSX Upgrade Parameters

Much higher plasma densities and ion temperatures are expected
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Reduction of neutral density at core by a factor of 
~4 is expected for upgrade parameters
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Summary

DEGAS code is used to estimate neutral density in HSX plasmas for 
various magnetic geometries, wall materials, and plasma parameters

- No significant difference in neutral profiles observed between 
magnetic geometries or wall materials

- Calculations with HSX upgrade parameters show reduction in neutral 
density by a factor of ~4 in core

Future work: 

- Replace H-alpha windows, re-calibrate detectors
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Potential Issues

DEGAS overly predicts H-alpha near areas of high curvature

- DEGAS cannot simulate true magnetic geometry of edge
- No plasma transport or fluid dynamics
- No 8/7 Island chains

Validity of scaling procedure requires simulated H-alpha is accurate

- Must have high particle density for many Monte-Carlo interactions, 
which is not always the case for recycling

- Many particles required for good results

Equal weighting for scaling used because it was simple

- Scaling each detector individually is something to look into

Despite this, neutral densities still within 20% of EMC3-EIRENE results
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